


Battery Storage Solutions 



The Technology - Tesla Powerwall

 Powerwall is a battery that stores solar energy to you can use it day or night and self-power your property.
  Solar panels typically generate more clean energy than your business can immediately use. 

 Powerwall stores that excess solar to make it available on demand, maximising your use of solar and      
      reducing your reliance on the grid.

 Through the Tesla mobile app, you gain full visibility and control over your self-powered premises.

A Revolutionary Battery



The Technology - Tesla Powerwall

Solar Day and Night

Powerwall stores solar to continuously 
power your business with sustainable energy 

day and night.

A Self-Powered Business

Use solar and Powerwall to reduce 
reliance on the grid and create a zero 

emissions property.

Low Electricity Rates

Reduce your electricity bill if your energy
retailer offers time-of-use rates.

*Feature available via over-the-air update.
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Compact and Simple

Powerwall is a completely automated
system that installs easily and requires

no maintenance.

Completely Safe

Liquid thermal controls and touch safe
technology maximise battery life

and safety

Best Value

With an integrated battery inverter, 
Powerwall is the most affordable battery

in terms of cost per kWh.

13.5 kWh
Usable Capacity

3.68 kW
Standard 
Continuous Power

5 kW
Maximum 
Continuous Power

125kg
Weight

x10 Powerwalls
Scalability

10 years
Warranty

29" / 755mm

The Technology - Tesla Powerwall



Control Your Energy

Get an intergrated view of your companies
solar production and energy consumption

with the Tesla app

Monitor Your Powerwall

Seamlessly monitor your Powerwall’s state
of charge at any place, any time by using

the Tesla App.

Better Over Time

With over-the-air software updates, 
Powerwall will continue to improve

and adapt to your lifestyle.

Tesla Powerwall - Tesla App



PowerPacks give you the increased security of supply as they have the ability to provide back-up during network failure.
With their proven lithium-ion chemistry, they are compact and scalable to your business whilst providing a versatile layout.

The Technology - Tesla PowerPack



The Value of Storage

Response
To provide a back-up during network failure
Avoid associated downtime costs

Create a Reserve = “Peak Support”
The ability to store and release additional electricity 
during peak demand

Price & Time Shift = “Peak Shaving”
Charge during cheaper tariffs to release during hours
of higher tarriffs
Store renewable generation to release when needed



Sizing a battery storage solution

Power Output (MW)
Rate at which the power can be discharged

Length of Time Power to be released (hour) 
Amount of power discharged over the time

Energy Storage Capacity (MWh) 
Amount of power discharged over the time period

Plus....

Cycle or Round Trip Efficiency of 87% to 89%
Ratio between the amount of energy put in and the amount you get out

Extensive Warranty of up to 15 years (50% Residual Capacity)
Depending on usage

Response Time of less than 0.2sec (200 milliseconds)
How quickly the storage can begin importing/exporting and respond to power outages



What are the key benefits of battery storage?

Security & Quantity of Supply
Emergency back-up = improved resilience
Support load at peak times = virtual additional power

Reduced Net Energy Spend
Peak shaving = Provide power at peak times reducing cost
Load shift = Charge on cheap tariff and release during peak tariff
Reduce TNUoS and DUoS charges

Revenue from National Grid Ancillary Services 
Firm Frequency Response (FFR)
Extended Frequency Response (EFR)

Future Proof
Against volatile energy prices and regulatory changes



Finance Options

Subject to status, we are able to provide the following options to finance the proposed system: 

 

Outright Purchase
 

Hire Purchase (or similar)
 

Investor Model
 50% with receipt of

 
order

 
Payments quarterly in 
arrears over 5, 7 or 10 years 

No upfront cost to you
 

40% when battery is 
shipped (before landing on 
site)

 

7 & 10 year options being 
cash positive from the 
outset with payments being 
less than the benefits

 

No OPEX cost to you 

10% prior to energisation

 

Asset ownership passes to 
you at the end of the finance 
term

 
No project risk for you

 

  

Share of revenue/ savings 
shared between you and 
investor

 
  

15-year contract 

 



Like to know how battery storage would 
stack up for your business?

hello@ecs.energy
www.justaskecs.co.uk

  www.bno.co.uk

The commercial energy storage experts

Call ECS: 
Midlands: 01905 677 867
London/South: 020 7060 1906
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